Identifying Drug Resistant miRNAs using Entropy Based Ranking.
MicroRNAs play an important role in controlling drug sensitivity and resistance in cancer. Identification of responsible miRNAs for drug resistance can enhance the effectiveness of treatment. A new set theoretic entropy measure (SPEM) is defined to determine the relevance and level of confidence of miRNAs in deciding their drug resistant nature. Here, a pattern is represented by a pair of values. One of them implies the degree of its belongingness to a class and the other represents the actual class of origin. A measure, called granular probability, is defined that determines the confidence level of having a particular pair of membership values. The granules used to compute the said probability are formed by a histogram based method where each bin of a histogram is considered as one granule. The width and number of the bins are automatically determined by the algorithm. The set thus defined, comprising a pair of membership values and the confidence level for having them, is used for the computation of SPEM and thereby identifying the drug resistant miRNAs. The efficiency of SPEM is demonstrated on six data sets. Superiority of the proposed method as compared to some existing ones is established. The significance of the s miRNAs is verified by biological literature.